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HDR Homes and PorchLight Real Estate Group Announce Strategic
Partnership

PorchLight to use HDR Homes' HDReal™ imaging technology to market all listings.

Denver, CO (PRWEB) December 06, 2011 -- Two of Denver's most innovative and progressive companies join
forces to deliver a new standard in real estate marketing to Colorado homeowners and homebuyers. PorchLight
Real Estate Group has signed on to use the revolutionary HDReal™ real estate imaging technology to market
all of its Colorado real estate properties on an exclusive basis.

HDR Homes developed HDReal™ to create a whole new homebuying experience by capturing listed properties
in their most appealing, engaging and marketable state. HDReal™ has been shown to generate more traffic to
listings than any other imaging solution, and homes shot in HDReal™ sell faster and closer to the asking price
than any of the competition.

"The PorchLight Group was seeking a real estate photography solution that could deliver consistently beautiful,
highly marketable images at an affordable price," says Amy Bayer, Owner of The PorchLight Group. "The
HDReal™ imaging system is the only solution that provides the level of quality and consistency we need to
market our properties, and it is how we ensure that our brokers maintain a competitive edge."

"Property imagery has been proven again and again to be one of the most important and effective investments
brokers can make when marketing a home," says Jeff Corn, co-founder and Marketing Director of HDR
Homes, "by utilizing HDReal™, The PorchLight Group has shown their commitment to being an industry
leader in a competitive real estate market. We're excited to be a part of their success.”

About PorchLight Real Estate Group
PorchLight was started in 2004 to provide a better way to achieve high production while offering exceptional
client service, be a true market expert, and not have agents work every hour of every day. PorchLight provides
its agents and their clients exceptional support, service and marketing systems that allow their agents to achieve
their true production potential and still live a full, balanced life. PorchLight agents focus on their clients and
their people with ample time to stay current with market activity in order to help their clients make smart
housing decisions.

PorchLight has a proven track record with many success stories because it takes a holistic approach to training
and coaching every agent. Most PorchLight agents double or triple their business in less than 12 months
because they are able to lay a strong business foundation that allows them to prosper regardless of market
trends.

About HDR Homes
HDR Homes was founded in 2010 by Jeff Corn and Ryel Kestano. HDR Homes developed the proprietary
HDReal™ image processing system to create a whole new standard in real estate photography and marketing.
Using high dynamic range photography and a complex set of digital enhancements, HDReal produces real
estate marketing images that are specifically designed to generate traffic to listings and engage homebuyers in
the evaluative process. HDR Homes supports the HDReal™ system with a comprehensive array of marketing
tools and platforms to ensure that each listing is distributed as thoroughly and effectively as possible.
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HDR Homes is the fastest growing real estate marketing company in Colorado and works with the biggest and
most successful real estate companies in the industry. HDR Homes continues to pioneer groundbreaking
technologies to lead the real estate marketing industry into the future.
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Contact Information
Jeff Corn
HDR Homes
http://www.hdrhomes.com
303 482 2999

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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